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The Capacity to Vote of Persons With Alzheimer's Disease

Abstract

OBJECTIVE: The right to vote can be abrogated when persons become incompetent to cast a ballot. This applies particularly to people with Alzheimer's disease, who at some point will lose capacity. A 2001 federal court decision offered the first clear criteria (“Doe voting capacity standard”) for determining voting competence, focused on understanding the nature and effect of voting and on the ability to choose. This article explores how persons with Alzheimer’s disease perform on these criteria.

METHOD: The Doe standard was operationalized in a brief questionnaire, along with measures of appreciation and reasoning about voting choices. Performance was assessed in 33 patients attending an Alzheimer’s disease clinic and was related to dementia severity and demographic characteristics.

RESULTS: The interview questions were scored with high reliability. Performance on the Doe questions, along with appreciation and reasoning, correlated strongly with Mini-Mental State Examination (MMSE) scores. Patients with very mild to mild Alzheimer’s disease generally retained adequate ability to vote, and most persons with severe Alzheimer’s disease did not. Performance was highly variable among persons with moderate Alzheimer’s disease. The desire to vote was a poor predictor of voting capacity.

CONCLUSIONS: The capacity to vote, as embodied in the Doe voting capacity standard, can be measured simply and reliably. Structured assessment is particularly likely to be useful for people with moderate Alzheimer’s disease, whose performance cannot be predicted from MMSE scores alone. This approach can ensure retention of voting rights by capable persons and exclusion of clearly impaired persons from the voting booth.
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Voting is a quintessential right of citizens in democratic societies. Although universal suffrage is now taken for granted in the United States, it has been less than a century since women were accorded the right to vote and barely more than a generation since that right was made meaningful for African Americans (1). But some persons are still often denied the right to vote, including convicted felons and persons thought to be incompetent to cast a ballot (2). For the latter group, the justification for exclusion is usually the state’s interest in protecting the integrity of the vote. How one might identify persons who lack the capacity to vote is the focus of this study.

In the United States, state laws generally govern election procedures. Most states have prescribed criteria by which people might be deemed incompetent to vote. Unfortunately, these criteria often focus on membership in a class (e.g., all persons under guardianship) rather than on an assessment of a person’s functional abilities (3, 4). The states’ failure to require an individualized determination of capacity to vote has been challenged on the grounds that it deprives competent would-be voters of their constitutional right to vote (5). A 2001 federal district court decision in Maine, Doe v. Rowe, for the first time laid out the criteria that should be applied in individualized assessments of capacity to vote (6).

The lawsuit in Doe was brought by three people with mental illness who objected to a provision in Maine’s constitution excluding all persons under guardianship for reasons of mental illness from casting ballots. Maine voters had twice rejected referenda that would have repealed the provision. But the federal district court ruled that the automatic exclusion of this class of persons violated their rights to procedural due process and equal protection and the guarantees against discrimination of the Americans With Disabilities Act. In striking down the offending provision of the Maine constitution, the court adopted a test proposed by the parties in the case: persons are considered incompetent to vote only if they “lack the capacity to understand the nature and effect of voting such that they cannot make an individual choice.” Although the case dealt with persons with mental illness, the criteria apply to all persons whose competence to vote may be in question. (We refer to these criteria hereafter as the “Doe voting capacity standard.”)

The move to individualized, functional determinations of the specific capacity to vote parallels similar trends with regard to assessments of the capacity to consent to treatment or research, complete an advance directive, manage finances, and make other important decisions (7). In all these areas, efforts have been made to operationalize the
relevant legal criteria in assessment instruments that can be applied in a reliable fashion. With regard to voting, such a process not only will help to limit the number of persons excluded from voting by the courts but will also permit election officials and caregivers to decide when a person has become incapable of voting. This is of particular importance for the growing number of persons with Alzheimer's disease and other progressive cognitive disorders, many of whom now vote (8, 9), since such a transition is almost inevitable in those disorders and many of them eventually reside in long-term care facilities, where federal regulations stipulate that the facility must respect the residents' civil rights, including the right to vote (10). Facility staff, however, are at present without practical guidance as to how to distinguish between residents who are capable and incapable of voting.

In this article, we report the results of a study that explored consequences of applying the criteria identified in the Doe case to persons with very mild to severe Alzheimer's disease. We focus on the relationships of the Doe voting capacity standard and other measures of capacity to the severity of dementia. Our a priori hypotheses were that voting capacity would correlate inversely with dementia severity and that the criteria cited by the Doe court would prove less restrictive than alternative approaches.

Method

Subjects

Eligible subjects were community-dwelling persons (N=33) with very mild to severe Alzheimer's disease (possible or probable) who attended an annual assessment as part of the longitudinal cohort followed at the Memory Disorders Clinic at the University of Pennsylvania. The diagnosis of Alzheimer's disease was based on the criteria of the National Institute of Neurological and Communicative Disorders and Stroke and the Alzheimer's Disease and Related Disorders Association (11), and dementia severity was defined by using standard cutoff points on the Mini-Mental State Examination (MMSE): very mild, >23; mild, 20 to 23; moderate, 12 to 15; and severe, <12 (12). Most subjects were white (85%); 12% were African American, and 3% were Asian. No subjects refused to participate, although four subjects who originally agreed did not complete the interview because of scheduling issues.

Development of Assessment Tool and Scoring Criteria

The instrument used to assess the capacity to vote, the Competence Assessment Tool for Voting (CAT-V), is based on the structure and scoring criteria of other capacity assessment instruments (13, 14). It assesses a person's performance on all four standard decision-making abilities: understanding, appreciation, reasoning, and choice (15). Although only understanding and choice were required by the Doe court, we added appreciation and reasoning questions for comparative purposes.

We designed the CAT-V understanding and choice questions on the basis of the standard for voting capacity described in the Doe case (6). As noted, that case held that a person has the capacity to vote if he or she understands the nature and effect of voting and has the capacity to make a choice. The CAT-V operationalizes these criteria into three questions based on the Doe standard ("Doe standard questions"), which are distinct from the remaining CAT-V questions.

Following an introduction that asks the subject to imagine that it is the day for election of the governor of the state, an interviewer inquires about the person's understanding of the nature of voting and then asks a question to assess understanding of the effect of voting. Next the interviewer reads aloud a description of two candidates for governor, gives this written description to the person, and then asks the person to choose one of the candidates.

The CAT-V also includes three questions that go beyond the Doe voting capacity standard to assess the abilities to reason about the electoral choice by comparing the candidates and identifying the ways in which choosing one over the other could affect the subject's own life. Subjects are queried about their appreciation of the significance of voting by being asked to explain why they would or would not want to vote in the next election for governor of their state.

For each CAT-V item, we developed scoring criteria using a 2, 1, or 0 scale where a score of 2 described adequate performance on the measure, 1 described marginal performance, and 0 described clearly inadequate performance. Drafts of the instrument and its scoring criteria were tested on a convenience sample of approximately 10 cognitively normal people (co-workers) and five persons with Alzheimer's disease. A final version was then administered to consecutive persons with Alzheimer's disease attending the Memory Disorders Clinic, with recruitment adjusted to approximate equal numbers across the severities of dementia. The instrument and its scoring criteria are shown in Appendix 1.

Data Gathering

Each subject participated in a face-to-face interview with an investigator (J.H.K.). The interview was digitally recorded to allow two raters (P.S.A. and R.J.B.) to score the interviews independently. The raters (although not the interviewer) were blind to the subject's MMSE score, age, and education. Periodically, the investigators reviewed their scoring to adjudicate cases of disagreement so as to arrive at a set of final scores that were used in the data analyses. The participants' demographic data and MMSE scores were taken from the Memory Disorders Clinic database.

Data Analyses

We used a quadratically weighted kappa to assess the interrater reliability of the CAT-V scoring criteria prior to agreement on a consensus score. For each participant, we created a Doe score (range=0–6) by summing the scores on the two measures of understanding (range=0–4) and the measure of choice (range=0–3), created a reasoning score (range=0–4) by summing the subject's scores on the two measures of reasoning, and assigned an appreciation score on the basis of the single item (range=0–2). Appropriate summary statistics and cross tabulations are used to display the nature of the participants' performance. We used Fisher's exact test to examine associations between CAT-V measures, and the Spearman correlation coefficient or the Kruskal-Wallis test was used to examine the associations of CAT-V performance with MMSE scores and the participants' demographic characteristics.

Human Subjects Protections

Each participant was recruited by an initial contact with the person who accompanied the participant on visits to serve as a knowledgeable informant and decision maker for the person with Alzheimer's disease, typically a spouse or adult child, referred to as the "caregiver." If this person agreed to an interview, the person with Alzheimer's disease provided either verbal informed consent or assent (in which case the caregiver provided verbal informed consent), after disclosure of the nature of the study. This project was approved by the University of Pennsylvania institutional review board. The subjects were assured that the
TABLE 1. Summary Scores of 33 People With Alzheimer’s Disease on the Competency Assessment Tool for Voting (CAT-V)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CAT-V Item and Scorea</th>
<th>N</th>
<th>%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Understands the nature of voting</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Understands the effect of voting</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Choice</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Comparative reasoning</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Generating consequences</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Appreciation</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>45</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

a 0 indicates inadequate, 1 indicates marginal, and 2 indicates adequate performance. The CAT-V items are listed in Appendix 1.

information would be used only for research purposes, and none expressed concern about this issue.

Results

Subject Characteristics

Thirty-three persons with Alzheimer’s disease completed the interview. Sixteen (48%) were male. The mean age was 77.7 years (SD=7.1, range=59–87), and the mean number of years of education was 14.0 (SD=3.4, range=8–20). The mean MMSE score was 16.4 (SD=6.8, range=2–28). According to the standard MMSE cutoff points, the dementia was very mild for five subjects (15%), mild for eight (24%), moderate for 11 (33%), and severe for nine (27%).

Performance on CAT-V

The participants took an average of 3.6 minutes (SD=1.5, range=1.7–8.3) to complete the CAT-V understanding and choice items (i.e., the Doe standard questions) and 6.6 minutes (SD=2.6, range=2.9–14.2) to complete the entire interview. The scoring criteria showed good interrater reliability (prior to consensus reconciliation of differing scores) as measured by the kappa statistic: understanding nature of voting, 0.91; understanding effect of voting, 0.91; choice, 1.00; comparative reasoning, 0.77; consequential reasoning, 0.74; and appreciation, 0.87.

Table 1 shows the distributions of the participants’ scores on each of the CAT-V questions. Twenty-five participants wanted to vote in the next election for governor, and six did not (two participants could not answer the question). Subjects who scored a 0 on the choice item were older than those who scored a 2 (rank-sum test: z=2.3, p=0.02). None of the other CAT-V scores or the desire to vote was associated with either the subjects’ age or their years of education.

Scores on the understanding and choice items showed that subjects typically had either adequate or inadequate performance on these three measures, with marginal performance rare. No one scored 1 on understanding the nature of voting, and only three subjects scored 1 on understanding the effect of voting. The majority of subjects (N=29, 88%) could adequately make a choice. Of the four subjects who did not make a choice, all but one also scored 0 on both understanding items. Thus, only one subject scored a 2 on both understanding items while being unable to make a choice. This subject was undecided about which candidate to pick. Participants showed more variability in their abilities to reason about and appreciate the significance of voting. Between five and seven participants scored a 1 on these measures.

Performance on CAT-V Subscales

Cross-tabular comparisons of scores on the ability to understand the nature of voting to scores on the reasoning and appreciation measures showed that the subjects performed better on the ability to understand the nature of voting than on the abilities to reason about (Fisher’s exact test, p=0.001) and to appreciate the effect of (Fisher’s exact test, p=0.0001) voting. Similar results were found when we compared the scores on the ability to understand the effect of voting and scores on the abilities to reason (Fisher’s exact test, p=0.0001) and appreciate the significance of voting (Fisher’s exact test, p=0.0001).

Table 2 shows cross-tabulations relating the subjects’ scores on the Doe standard questions to their scores on the measures of reasoning and appreciation and their desire to vote. The table suggests that persons whose score on the Doe questions was a 6, the maximum score, were more likely to have the maximum scores on reasoning and appreciation.

Every participant who scored 5 or 6 on the Doe questions indicated a desire to vote, but so did eight participants who scored less than 5, including four who scored 2 and two who scored 0. Looked at another way, eight of the 14 subjects who scored 4 or less (including two of the three with scores of 0) expressed a desire to vote.

Relationships Between CAT-V Performance and Dementia Severity

Figure 1 shows that higher scores on the Doe questions were associated with better performance on the MMSE (r=0.75, df=32, p<0.0001). Inspection of the graph shows that all persons with severe dementia (MMSE score <12) scored a 2 or lower on the Doe standard questions and that all persons with very mild and most with mild dementia scored a 6. In contrast, persons with moderate-stage dementia showed substantial variability in their scores on the Doe questions, ranging from 2 to 6.
TABLE 2. Relation of Scores on Questions Derived From the Doe Voting Capacity Standard\textsuperscript{a} to Scores for Reasoning, Appreciation, and Desire to Vote for 33 People With Alzheimer's Disease

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Score on Questions Assessing Reasoning, Appreciation, and Desire to Vote</th>
<th>Number of Subjects Scoring 0–5</th>
<th>Number of Subjects Scoring 6</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Reasoning (two questions)\textsuperscript{b}</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0–3</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Appreciation of significance of voting (one question)\textsuperscript{c}</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0–1</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Desire to vote\textsuperscript{d}</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>31</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\textsuperscript{a} Established by the 2001 federal district court case Doe v. Rowe in Maine.

\textsuperscript{b} Significant difference between groups (Fisher's exact test, p=0.04).

\textsuperscript{c} Significant difference between groups (Fisher's exact test, p=0.001).

\textsuperscript{d} N=31 for this analysis. Two patients did not answer yes or no to the question "Would you want to vote in the next election for governor of your state? If yes, why? If no, why not?"

Figure 2 and Figure 3 show associations between higher MMSE scores and better performance on the measures of reasoning ($r_s=0.70$, df=32, p<0.0001) and appreciation (Kruskal-Wallis test: $\chi^2=11.8$, df=2, p=0.003). All subjects who scored the maximum of 4 on reasoning had an MMSE score of 15 or greater, and all who scored the maximum of 2 on appreciation had an MMSE score of 11 or greater. However, for both of these CAT-V measures, the figures show that some subjects whose MMSE scores were in the mild to moderate range had CAT-V scores less than either 4 on reasoning or 2 on appreciation.

The mean MMSE score of persons who did not want to vote was 13.0 (SD=7.2, range=2–20), and among those who wanted to vote it was 17.3 (SD=6.6, range=5–28). No relationship was found between the desire to vote and performance on the MMSE (rank-sum test: $z=-1.3$, p=0.20).

Discussion

Using a set of commonsense criteria for the capacity to vote that were elaborated by a federal court, this study demonstrates a strong correlation between dementia severity and the capacity to vote. The data exploring the relationship between the responses to the questions intended to operationalize the Doe voting capacity standard (understanding and choice) and the participants' MMSE scores suggest that most (but not all) persons with very mild to mild dementia of the Alzheimer's type retain adequate ability to vote and that most persons with severe dementia do not. The variability in scores on the Doe standard questions among persons with moderate dementia suggests the need for individualized assessments for these potential voters. In contrast to most types of capacity assessment, performance was independent of age and education, although the range of educational levels was compressed.

The Doe voting capacity standard, which emphasizes understanding of the nature and effect of voting and the ability to make a choice, reflects the tendency of American law to place few barriers in the way of citizens who desire to vote. For example, neither the ability to read nor knowledge of English is required of voters and probing a potential voter's reasoning ability, understanding of the context in which the election is held, or understanding of the merits of any given ballot question would open the door to arbitrary (and possibly discriminatory) judgments reminiscent of the literacy tests used in the South to disenfranchise black voters until the middle of the 20th century (1).

To allow a comparison of the Doe standard of competence with alternative approaches to determining decisional capacity, however, we also included in this study questions intended to address participants' abilities to reason about and appreciate the significance of voting. Relationships between reasoning and appreciation scores and the MMSE score suggest that many persons with very mild to mild Alzheimer's disease retain the abilities to reason and appreciate in the voting context. As expected, however, the data also confirm that a standard for voting capacity that measures the ability to reason or appreciate the significance of voting would likely disenfranchise some persons who retain the abilities to understand the nature and effect of voting and to make an electoral choice.
Because of concerns that the use of any test of voting capacity creates a risk of misuse and selective exclusion of persons who are in fact competent to vote, it is sometimes suggested that any person who expresses a desire to vote should be allowed to do so. It was clear from our data, however, that not all persons who say they want to vote understand the nature and effect of voting. Indeed, the majority of persons who scored 5 or below on the questions derived from the Doe voting capacity standard, including several who scored 0, expressed a desire to vote in the next election for governor of their state. In the absence of an objective criterion for judging capacity to vote, it seems likely that voters who do not understand what voting is may still cast ballots, potentially compromising the integrity of the electoral process.

The instrument we used to operationalize the Doe criteria was easy and efficient to administer. Only 3–4 minutes were required to ask the questions related to the Doe voting capacity standard. This suggests that those questions from the CAT-V or a similar interview could be used efficiently to screen persons whose voting capacity is in question. Since the appreciation and reasoning questions do not reflect judicially approved criteria, we do not recommend their use for this purpose. Given that the Doe questions are drawn directly from the court’s criteria, they appear to have face validity, and the correlation with severity of dementia suggests validity for the construct as well. Whether other courts and legislatures embrace the Doe court’s criteria (the decision was not appealed) remains to be seen.

On the basis of this relatively small study group, we are inclined to think that responses on the two understanding items can be objectively scored as adequate or inadequate, without any intermediate score. Further thought may need to be given to whether the item assessing the ability to choose (which functions clearly as a binary variable) is needed in the interview. Including this item would increase the time needed to administer the interview, and it could be argued that a person who is unable to make a choice will not be able to cast an effective ballot in any event. On the other hand, identifying such potential voters in advance may save the time and difficulties associated with getting them to the polls or attempting to assist them in completing absentee ballots. If the choice item is retained, the scoring should acknowledge that being undecided is a choice too.

Using a structured interview, such as the CAT-V, offers advantages over unstructured or clinical assessments. It focuses an assessor on the specific abilities needed for the capacity to vote and also may provide a basis for educating the person being evaluated so that he or she might acquire sufficient understanding to achieve capacity. What an instrument cannot do is determine which scores represent adequate capacity. The extremes of performance are not controversial: a 0 clearly indicates lack of ability and a 6 (or 4, depending on whether the ability to choose is necessary) on the Doe questions indicates adequate capacity. But intermediate scores require a judgment to be made, the basis of which at this point is not clear. Data on the performance of nondemented subjects may be helpful in identifying appropriate cutoffs.

These preliminary data also suggest that persons with severe Alzheimer’s disease as measured by the MMSE are likely not competent to vote and that persons with very mild to mild Alzheimer’s disease are likely competent to do so (although the latter may benefit from memory aids when casting their ballots). For persons with moderate Alzheimer’s
disease, no presumption seems warranted one way or the other. For these individuals, a screening tool such as the relevant sections of the CAT-V may be useful for caregivers who are wondering whether they should try to encourage voting or assist with it. In the absence of a clear indication of incapacity, however, the fundamental nature of voting rights suggests that such a person should be regarded as eligible to cast a ballot. The use of MMSE cutoff points for persons with Alzheimer's disease, of course, may not be material to assessments of persons with other causes of dementia.

The limitations of this study relate to the relatively modest number of subjects, who were not drawn randomly and may not be fully representative of persons with Alzheimer's disease (e.g., the range of educational achievement was narrow). Additional research might examine performance on the CAT-V or similar interviews by persons with more diverse kinds of cognitive impairments and lesser degrees of education and literacy. This could assist in identifying groups at higher risk for voting incapacity and thus permit more targeted assessment of such persons. Closer study of the cognitive correlates of performance in persons with mild to moderate Alzheimer's disease may be helpful in better characterizing the persons in that mixed group who are likely not to be competent voters. Comparisons of CAT-V scores with judgments of clinicians, caregivers, and others involved with Alzheimer's disease patients would help to determine the unique contribution of a structured assessment of this sort.

With the growing number of elderly persons with dementia (16), the high voting rates among elderly groups (17), and the recent attention to variables that may affect close races, further refinement of approaches to identifying potential voters with inadequate capacity will become increasingly important to our electoral system.

APPENDIX 1. Competency Assessment Tool for Voting (CAT-V)

[Note the potential modifications to the instrument suggested in the text.]

“I’m going to ask you some questions about elections. This should take about five minutes. If you don’t understand something I say or ask, please tell me and I will repeat it. Some of the questions may seem very simple to you, but don’t worry about that. We are just looking for straightforward answers. Do you have any questions before we begin?”

Understanding

“Imagine that two candidates are running for Governor of [fill in name: your state], and that today is Election Day in [fill in name: your state].”

Understands the Nature of Voting

“What will the people of [fill in name: your state] do today to pick the next Governor?”

Note to interviewer: If subject describes how he/she or people in general would choose between the two choices for governor (i.e., watch TV ads, listen to their campaign issues, etc.), ask:

“Well that’s how you might decide who you think should be governor. But how would you actually indicate your choice?”

[Score of 2: Completely correct response, e.g., “They will go to the polls and vote.” “Each person will cast his/her vote for one or the other.” Score of 1: Ambiguous or partially correct response, e.g., “That’s why we have Election Day.” Score of 0: Incorrect or irrelevant response, e.g., “There’s nothing you can do; the TV guy decides.”]

Understands the Effect of Voting

“When the election for governor is over, how will it be decided who the winner is?”

[Score of 2: Completely correct response, e.g., “The votes will be counted and the person with more votes will be the winner.” Score of 1: Ambiguous or partially correct response, e.g., “By the numbers.” Score of 0: Incorrect or irrelevant response, e.g., “It all depends on which sign they were born under.”]

[Note that it is likely that some subjects will answer both of these questions in response to the first question. If so, they should be given a full score for each, and the second question may be omitted.]

Choice

[Hand subject a card with the information in the following paragraph in large print; allow subject to retain and consult this card for the remainder of the interview.]

“Let me ask you to imagine the following about the two candidates who are running. Candidate A thinks the state should be doing more to provide health insurance to people who don’t have it, and should be spending more money on schools. He is willing to raise taxes to get the money to do these things. Candidate B says the government should not provide health insurance but should make it easier for employers to offer it. He believes that the schools have enough money already but need tighter controls to make sure they use it properly. He is against raising taxes.”

“Based on what I just told you, which candidate do you think you are more likely to vote for: A or B?”

Note to interviewer: If subject cannot choose a candidate or is vacillating, ask:

“If you had to make a choice based on the information you have before you, who would you pick?”

[Score of 2: Clearly indicates choice. Score of 1: Choice is ambiguous or vacillating, e.g., “I think I might go for the guy who doesn’t like taxes, but I’m not sure because schools are important too.” Score of 0: No choice is stated, e.g., “I don’t know. I can never make up my mind.”]

The following measures of reasoning and appreciation are not part of the Doe standard.

Reasoning

Comparative Reasoning

If subject identifies a choice, ask: “How is voting for [subject’s choice] better than voting for [name of other candidate]?” For subject had no choice, ask: “How might voting for Candidate A be better or worse than voting for Candidate B?”

[Score of 2: Identifies at least one comparative attribute in relation to the views of the two candidates, e.g., “Someone who really cares about health care would be a better governor.” Score of 1: Ambiguous response, e.g., “Health care.” Score of 0: Fails to mention a comparative attribute of the respective candidates, e.g., “I just think he’s good” or “I can’t see any difference.”]

(continued)
APPENDIX 1. Competency Assessment Tool for Voting (CAT-V) (continued)

Generating Consequences

"If subject's choice or Candidate A if subject had no choice] were elected governor in your state, how could that affect your life?"

Note to Interviewer: Probe for a reason if subject says it will not affect them.

[Score of 2: Identifies a consequence for his or her life, e.g., "I'd have more money to spend" or "I'd have better access to health care"; if sees no personal consequences, subject gives a coherent reason ("I'll be moving to another state soon." "I'll be dead in a year anyway"). Score of 1: Gives a vague consequence for his or her life, e.g., "Health." Score of 0: Does not give a consequence for his or her life or a reason for saying that there are no personally relevant consequences.]

Appreciation

"Would you want to vote in the next election for governor of your state? If yes, why? If no, why not?"

[Score of 2: Response based on reason that reflects reality of voting situation. E.g., if yes: "My doing that makes it more likely that the candidate I like will win." If no, "I don't care who wins." "My one vote is unlikely to make much of a difference." Score of 1: Ambiguous response that partially reflects reality of voting situation. E.g., if yes: "It helps to run the country." If no, "They might not let me." Score of 0: Responses that fail to reflect reality of voting situation; confused or delusional responses. E.g., if yes: "The person I pick will win." If no, "They never count my vote anyway."]
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